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HD Production Switcher

... necessary to handle the most complex productions, the XtenDD series lets you network multiple panels and mainframes together. In fact, one. Flawless SD/HD. 
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XtenDD Digital SD/HD Production Switcher Flawless SD/HD SimulCast Switching



Grass Valley™ products from Thomson Broadcast & Media Solutions offer the most comprehensive, multi-format solutions for acquisition, production, storage, and playback— and a strong foundation for centralized, proactive status and activity monitoring. These solutions include an Emmy award-winning line of switchers that are the industry pacesetters for reliability, quality, and intuitive user interfaces. The Grass Valley XtenDD™ digital production switcher offers outstanding performance in live and post-production settings—all in a 7 RU frame. Built on the pioneering technology of our DD35 product line, it offers the capabilities and features necessary to meet the needs of demanding standard and high-definition (SD and HD) production applications—all wrapped in an interface familiar to operators worldwide.



The XtenDD switcher also features server and machine control that interfaces to a wide range of production devices, including the Grass Valley Profile® server line, Grass Valley M-Series™ iVDR line of intelligent video digital recorders, VTRs, and other production devices.



In addition to a wealth of mix/effects (M/E) configurations and keyer support for SD and HD production, the XtenDD platform features include support for simultaneous SD and HD broadcasts, integrated macro creation and editing, machine control, powerful digital effects, and flexible M/E delegation.



For powerful effects and production capabilities, the XtenDD series features an integrated digital effects system; a high-capacity internal RAMRecorder™ for clip and still storage; the ability to operate both SD and HD mainframes simultaneously from the same control panel, patented Dynachrome™ chroma keying capabilities and flexible downstream keying (DSK) with programmable clean feed.



Using the XtenDD switcher, for example, you can network multiple panels and mainframes together to share resources in complex productions—and network SD and HD switchers through a single control panel for simulcasting events.



The XtenDD series ranges from compact, 2 M/E systems to full-featured switchers offering the versatility of four M/E banks. Its modular architecture lets you configure to suit your production needs precisely.



For easy recall of complex operational sequences, the XtenDD switcher includes the integrated Macro Key Memory (MaKe Memo™) feature. You can easily create and modify these sequences using the macro editor.



Networking and SimulCast Function Providing the flexibility necessary to handle the most complex productions, the XtenDD series lets you network multiple panels and mainframes together. In fact, one



key features • Supports SD, HD, and SD/HD simulcast



productions • Up to 4 M/E SD switcher in 7 RU



mainframe • Up to 4 M/E HD switcher in 12 RU



mainframe or up to 2 M/E switcher in compact, 7 RU frame • Four keyers per M/E (SD) • Three keyers per M/E (HD) • Up to four Dynachrome Chromakeyers per



M/E (two per M/E for HD)



• Advanced M/E architecture with



MultiMix™ and offset transitions • Advanced touch-screen graphical user



interface • Up to eight internal DSKs in program/



preset bank (for specific configurations) • Up to 90 inputs and 54 outputs • Six utility outputs in SD—or four in HD—



on each M/E for programmable clean feed and other applications



• 16 dedicated M/E outputs and up to 38



auxiliary buses • Internal, 3D four-channel digital effects • High-capacity internal RAMRecorder for



clip and still storage • Full-function machine and server control • External effects system integration • User-programmable keys and powerful



macro functions
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mainframe can handle virtually any number of control panels. What’s more, every panel can connect to every mainframe on a network; a panel automatically adapts to the particular mainframe type. Networking technology is also the foundation of the SimulCast™ capability of the XtenDD switcher. This unique function is a great solution for broadcasters who need to record and distribute programming in SD and HD. Using it, you can network SD and HD XtenDD switchers together—and control their respective output signals from a single control panel. You can even use multiple panels if necessary.



Other FX-Processor features include colored borders and border wash, enhanced combiner with intersecting planes, cube builder, and a new page turn option with two light sources for beautiful effects. The flexibility of the FX-Processor allows you to use it as a four-channel effects system or as four individual effects systems or anything in between. You can control effects manually, from the timeline, and from edit control systems. The effects are saved with the application to the switcher’s hard drive. You can also integrate external digital effects systems into the XtenDD series using its FxLoop™ technology.



Powerful Macro Capabilities The integrated MaKe Memo feature of the XtenDD switcher—the first and most powerful macro tool in the industry—lets you store repetitive tasks and complex transitions, from single-button strokes to complex sequences at the touch of a button. Using a macro editor, you can easily edit and combine macros to create even more complex effects. Every macro button on an XtenDD panel has a mnemonic name/display for clear function identification. You can call macros from timelines and vice-versa easily—even attach a macro to a different function key to speed your workflow.



Integrated RAMRecorder



Powerful Machine Control



The RAMRecorder offers a variety of capabilities, such as multiple play modes per channel (normal VTR, clip mode, simple loop, extended loop, delay line, and live slo-motion). It also enables channel cascading in play and record modes and provides single-frame recording and sequence recording.



Machine control is available directly from the XtenDD control panel for interfacing to a with a wide range of VTRs; disk recorders; laser disk players; servers, including the Grass Valley Profile line; and other production devices. It also supports the Grass Valley M-Series iVDR line of intelligent video digital recorders. For example, using the XtenDD switcher’s machine control capabilities, you can select clips, play, stop, rewind, and fast forward devices; set time codes; mark in/out points; perform cue (GoTo) operations; jog and shuttle by T-bar; and execute slo-motion and clip-selection commands for four external machines—and later expand that control in steps of eight machines. Integrated Digital Effects The XtenDD SD series includes an integrated digital effects system—the FX-Processor™— which provides up to four channels of full-bandwidth 3D planar effects. This option lets you create powerful effects such as cubes and slabs using only three channels and the global channel, with a fourth channel available for additional effects. The FX-Processor memory holds up to 120 effects which recall in the vertical blanking interval. A virtually unlimited number of keyframes include effects such as sizing, 3D positioning, X/Y/Z rotation, aspect ratio, and perspective, all with smooth sub-pixel motion.



The FX-Processor of the XtenDD SD series supports an optional RAMRecorder that provides 32 seconds of internal clip storage in SD and 16 seconds in HD. Available as four channels of eight seconds of video each (four seconds per channel in HD)—with embedded audio in each channel—you can output the channels in any combination. You can also use the RAMRecorder as a still store to house up 240 frames per channel (960 total) in SD, and 120 frames per channel (480 total) in HD, depending on the television standard.



The RAMRecorder also provides embedded audio recording, timeline control, and independent readouts for each RAM channel. It can couple any channel to any other channel for video and key effects. It can accept graphics and video files from both PC and Macintosh platforms via Ethernet file transfers. When in E/E mode, the RAMRecorder can frame synchronize incoming asynchronous signals. These enhancements, along with the ability to perform quick and easy background and key digital video effects transitions, make the FXProcessor a mature production tool. M/E Delegation The M/E delegation capability of the XtenDD series enables you to control any M/E installed in an SD or HD mainframe using any M/E bank of a control panel. For example, a two M/E control panel can control a four M/E SD or HD mainframe. You can also control crosspoints simultaneously on two individual M/E banks, thus expanding the number of sources directly available to the operator.



More Power in Every M/E With four keyers, two backgrounds, a utility bus, and up to four chroma keyers, the XtenDD switcher gives you more power in one M/E than any other switcher in its class.



Background B Key 1 Utility Wipe Border



Background A
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Dynachrome Chromakeyers, Up to Eight DSKs The Dynachrome patented chromakey processing of the XtenDD series offers superb image quality. To set up the chromakey, you need only use a built-in automatic key alignment function.



XtenDD’s virtual patch panel allows you to quickly remap sources. This enables importing pre-programmed effects (timelines, macros) from completely different installations without rebuilding them; or in the case of a defective VTR, for example, you can map an alternate VTR, and go on working.



In addition, the XtenDD series offers a selectivity masking feature that lets you divide a chromakey scene into two separate areas that can be individually adjusted for the best on-screen results. Each chroma keyer can have that capability.



Powerful Internal Effects Add Punch to Your Productions



Using the XtenDD switcher, you have the power and flexibility of up to four keyers per M/E bank and up to eight downstream keyers (DSKs) in the program preset row. This is particularly valuable during the production of live events, where extensive information to the original picture must often be added. System Integration Power and More The XtenDD series integrates with Grass Valley and third-party routing control systems, facility control systems, under monitor displays, and tally control systems as well as external digital effects, camera robotics and other systems.



XtenDD SD Mainframe Specifications Video Inputs • Up to 90 ITU-R 656, 270 Mb/s • Return loss 5-270 MHz >15 dB • Approx. 22 µs autophasing range



Signal Processing: 4:2:2 in conformity with ITU-R 601, 10-bit



Video Inputs



Power Supply



• Up to 90, 10-bit, serial component • SMPTE 292M (DSC), 1.5 Gb/s



Overall Delay: 0.5 line dependent on standard



Line Voltage: • 200V to 240 VAC (±10%) (SH–1/2/3/4–BM) • 100V to 240 VAC (±10%) (SH–1/2S–BM)



Blanking Horizontal: Switchable: blanked or transparent for background signal



Reference Signal: • Two BNC, analog 0.3V sync, blackburst or CCVS, loop-through • One BNC digital, serial ITU-R 656, 270 Mb/s, non-looping • Analog or digital reference user selectable



Blanking Vertical: Switchable: blanked or transparent for background signal



Video Outputs



Line Frequency: 50 Hz or 60 Hz (±5%)



Power Supply Mainframe Optional redundant power supply Line Voltage: 100V-240V ±10%



Power Consumption: 700W max.



Auxiliary Buses: Up to 38, timed, with adjustable center cross and safe area



Environmental Data



Format: • ITU-R 656, 270 Mb/s • Return loss 5-270 MHz >15 dB



Operating Temperature: +5°C to 40°C



Video System Data



Reference: Tri–level Sync or DSC in (SMPTE 292M) Return Loss Reference: Up to 1.5 GHz > –10 dB Cable Length: Max. 80m (high quality coax cable Belden 1694A)



Video Outputs



adjustable center cross and safe area Per M/E: 2x program video, 1x preview, 1x clean feed



Relative Humidity: 
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Production Switcher - Grass Valley 

Jun 30, 1993 - See the corresponding sections in this operation manual. ..... this purpose, previously press Pos on the Wipe panel. Note: ...... If these changed patterns have to be constantly used in future, they can be stored as follows:.
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DUAL EFFECTS LOOP SWITCHER 

damaged in another way, switch it off immediately and unplug it from the mains .... Loop On / OFF. Controls: Channel Switch, Mute, Ground Lift. Operating Voltage: 9 V DC Power Supply. Power Consumption: 50 m A. Cabinet Material: Sheet Steel ..... FÃ©
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Broadcast Multifunction Switcher 

genius has been conceived according to the present security legislation. â€¢ Before starting Yr ... 2) Connect the local source to the B input. Both channels of the B ...
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Broadcast Multifunction Switcher 

depend form the way the jumpers inside the equipment are set. genius can be used in the following ways: ... audio emergency system. - autofader system.
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HD 788TR1 - HD 786TR1 HD 988TR1 - HD 988TR2 - Process Controls 

+650Â°C, with a minimum amplitude of 25Â°C; it may be simply reprogrammed by pressing a key, without any need to regulate jumpers, potentiometers, software ...
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8 channel loop switcher AWS 

fications of Directives 2004/108/EC (EMC) and 2006/95/EC (LVD). For more information, see ..... Anforderungen und weiteren relevanten Spezifikationen der Richtlinien 2004/108/EG (EMV) und 2006/95/ ..... RANTÃ�A DE ESTE EQUIPO. Dado que en Palmer trab
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Production 

Directrice de l'unitÃ© de programmes documentaires, France TÃ©levision ..... Ce que n'a pas fait la BBC en Grande-Bretagneâ€¦ C'est un petit miracle commun aux ...
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Production 

vyrÃ¡bÄ›nÃ½m letounem s raketovÃ½m pohonem na svÄ›tÄ›. SÃ©riovÃ© letouny poslouÅ¾ily k testÅ¯m a k vÃ½cviku pilotÅ¯ na bojovou verzi Me 163B. RaketovÃ½ Komet startoval.Missing:
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patchwork midi controlled audio switcher owners manual 

free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal installation, use and service for a ... This one-year warranty is in lieu of all expressed warranties, obligations or ... Supplies MIDI phantom power for controller pedal. INSPECTON. 1.
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IFAW_Pangolin_French HD 

EXTÃ‰RIEUR. DE RICHESSE. LE TRISTE SORT DU PANGOLIN. LE MAMMIFÃˆRE LE PLUS TRAFIQUÃ‰ AU MONDE. OÃ™ VIT-IL ? Le pangolin vit dans les rÃ©gions tropicales d'Asie et de nombreuses rÃ©gions de l'Afrique subsaharienne. LES HUIT ESPÃˆCES DE PANGOLINS. SONT
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Rear HD 

This product does not guarantee video recording of all accidents and LG Innotek shall not be liable or responsible, directly or indirectly, for any loss or damages whatsoever caused by accidents. LG Innotek shall not provide any support service for a
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Sortimo HD 

Anneaux d'arrimage intégrés pouvant supporter jusqu'à 200 daN. Plancher ..... V avec prise européenne et câble 12/24 V. Fiche du réseau de bord montée et.
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SAVA 1026 Smart AV HDMI auto switcher 

18 juin 2018 - The Quality Signature. Acheter un des produits SAVA de Vogel's, c'est la certitude d'acquérir qualité et innovation. Des produits ingénieux et.Termes manquants :
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production 2.0 production 2.0 - DoYouBuzz 

aux nouvelles technologies en production, qui permettent directement de soutenir ... quand trois rÃ©volutions technologiques convergent au mÃªme moment pour.
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HD Tune 

Serial number : SX0SXLS4473. Capacity : 38.3 GB (~41.2 GB). Buffer size : 1916 KB. Standard : ATA/ATAPI-0. Supported mode : UDMA Mode 5 (Ultra ATA/100).
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SmartSensor HD 

affinÃ© Ã  l'Ã©tape 10 Ã  l'aide du logiciel SmartSensor Manager HD. ... ProtÃ©gÃ© par les brevets amÃ©ricains NÂ° 6 556 916 ; 6 693 557 ; 7 426 450 ; 7 427 930 ; 7 573 ...
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HD CV2014okpdf 

Université de Liège : études d'ingénieur de 1906- 19011 ; obtention du diplôme d'ingénieur civil électricien en 1911. • A partir de 1911 : ingénieur à la direction ...
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Sortimo HD 

Revêtement anticorrosion grâce au matériau composite teinté dans la masse. Adaptée pour la gamme complète de BOXX Sortimo. CADRE HD. Base de la ...
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production notes 

The richness of Canada is based on the gifts of immigrants: labour, culture, knowledge, ... The six-hour series was shot in Canada and South Africa, features 125.
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LM2678 SIMPLE SWITCHER High Efficiency 5A Step-Down Voltage 

step-down (buck) switching regulator capable of driving up to. 5A loads with excellent line ... n âˆ’40 to +125ËšC operating junction temperature range. Applications.
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CHAUDIERE PRODUCTION 

label producteur indépendant,. - 17 annés d'existence. L'association reconnait la nécessité d'une culture ... 35 CD + musiques pour le cinéma, la publicité, la.
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PRODUCTION ORALE 

Page 1. PRODUCTION ORALE. II. Consultez l'agenda ci-dessous. PrÃ©cisez quelles seront vos activitÃ©s du 24 juin. 2014 en employant des verbes Ã  l'indicatif prÃ©sent. FranÃ§ais langue professionnelle - STET La DÃ©fense. Formatrice : Magdalena POPA DE
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Assistance Fransat TNT HD et chaines HD par satellite 

ChaÃ®nes HD, TNT HD par satellite, dÃ©codeurs HD, modules CI+, rÃ©ception satellite, orientation parabole, retrouvez toutes les fiches d'assistance Fransat.
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heimtrainer hd 20 heimtrainer hd 20 

8. Vis Ã  tÃªte carrÃ©e. 4. 17. Bouchon de fermeture du systeme de colonne. 1. 18. Vis Ã  six pans creux. 4. 24. Vis en T. 1. 32. Entretoise. 1. 68. Clef mÃ¢le Ã  six pans.
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